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Unit -1
Introduction To Programming
Learning objectives
After the Completion of this unit you should be able to know
1)
2)
3)
4)

What is algorithm and writing algorithm
What is flowchart and preparing flowcharts
Generation of programming languages
OOP concept

Structure
1.1 Introduction
1.2 Definition
1.3 Algorithm
1.4 Flowchart
1.5 Generation of programming languages
1.6 OOP Concept
1.7 Let us sum up
1.8 References
1.9 Check your progress –possible answers

1.1 Introduction
Before a person starts programming he has to understand the problem that he/she
is to solve and the process flow of the entire process. To understand the person
uses the tools like algorithm and flowchart. Generation of languages is taught in
this unit which covers from the 1st generation to the 5th generation. Object
orientation programming in short for OOP is covered in this unit. Use of object
oriented programming reduces the repeated coding. A code once written can be
used multiple times for multiple purposes. Let us say an income tax calculation
program can be used in both finance and human resource department by multiple
users, multiple times.

1.2 Definition
Algorithm :- Algorithm is a step by step procedure for solving a problem.
Flowchart :- A flowchart is a type of diagram that represents an algorithm,
workflow or process, showing the steps as boxes of various kinds, and their order
by connecting them with arrows.
OOP:- Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a programming language model
organized around objects rather than actions and data rather than logic.
Object :- An object is a self-contained entity that consists of both data and
procedures to manipulate the data
Class :- A class is an extensible program-code-template for creating objects,
providing initial values for state (member variables) and implementations of
behavior (member functions or methods).

1.3 Algorithm
1.3.1 Algorithm to add two numbers by a user
Step 1 : Start
Step 2 : Declare variables num1, num2 and sum
Step 3 : Read values num1 and num2.
Step 4 : /* Add num1 and num2 and assign the result to sum. */
sum ← num1 + num2
Step 5: Display sum
Step 6: Stop
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1.3.2 Algorithm to find the largest among two different numbers entered by user
Step 1 : Start
Step 2 : Declare variables a and b
Step 3 : Read variables a and

b

Step 4 : if a > b
Display a is the largest number
Else
Display b is the largest number
Step 5: Stop
1.3.3 Algorithm to find sum of 10 numbers entered by user using while loop
Step 1 : Start
Step 2 : Declare variables num, i ,j and tot
Step 3 : Let tot =0, i =0 , j =0, num =10;
Step 4 : while ( j < num)
{
read variable i
tot ← tot + i
j ← j +1;
}
Step 5 : Display the sum of ten numbers is tot
Step 6 : Stop
1.3.4 Algorithm to find sum of 10 numbers entered by user using Do loop
Step 1 : Start
Step 2 : Declare variables num, i,j and tot
Step 3 : Let tot =0, i =0 , j =0, num =10;
Step 4 : do {
read variable i
tot ← tot + i
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j ← j +1;
} while ( j < num)
Step 5 : Display the sum of ten numbers is tot
Step 6 : Stop
1.3.5 Algorithm to find sum of 10 numbers entered by user using for loop
Step 1 : Start
Step 2 : Declare variables num, i,j and tot
Step 3 : Let tot =0, i =0 , j =0, num =10;
Step 4 : for j= 1, j++, while j < num
{
read variable i
tot ← tot + i
}
Step 5 : Display the sum of ten numbers is tot
Step 6 : Stop

1.4 Flowchart
A flowchart is a type of diagram that represents an algorithm, workflow or
process, showing the steps as boxes of various kinds, and their order by
connecting them with arrows. This diagrammatic representation illustrates a
solution model to a given problem.
1.4.1 Shapes in Flow chart and their use
Terminator
Manual Loop

Used to start and stop a
flowchart
Indicate the sequence of
commands that continue to
repeat until stopped manually

Manual Input

Input done manually

Data

Represents any type of data
input /output

Process

Indicates any processing
function
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Sub Process

Indicates sub process of a
process

Delay

Delay in process

Preparation

Indicates modification to a
process such as setting a switch
or initiating a routine

Display
Document

Indicates document that can be
read by a person

Multiple
Document

Indicates multiple document
that can be read by a person

Decision

Indicates decision point between
two or more paths in a flowchart

Merge

Indicates multiple sets of data
into one

Sort

Used to sort data in the system

On Page
Reference
Off Page
Reference

Indicates a step that organizes
data into standard format.
Refers to a process in the same
page
Refers to a process in another
page

OR

Used in Logical Or

AND

Summing Junction

External Data

Data from external data source

Storage

Internal storage such as hard
disk to store data

Collate
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Database

Database

Punched card

Punched card

Magnetic Tape

Magnetic tape to read
/write/read and write

1.4.2 How to draw a flow chart
Let us consider an example of adding two numbers entered into the system and
showing the output.

The above screen shows 6 steps
1. START :- To Start the process
2. Initializing the variables :- Used To initialize the variables so that they can
be used
3. Input A,B :-used to input the values of A and B
4. Let C= A+B :- This is a process where values of A AND B are summed
up and stored in C
5. Output C:-Used to output the value of C on the screen
6. STOP :- Completes the execution
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1.4.3 Use of other shapes to draw a flow chart

1.4.3.1 Use of manual loop

1.4.3.2 Use of manual input
The manual input is used to do the input manually
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1.4.3.3 Use of sub process
Sub process are a small processes which make a process. Here the process
Employee Recruitment process is comprised of various processes as shown below
written test, interviews , on job test, stress test ,background checks, assign job.

1.4.3.4 Use of preparation
Below the student class is checked and its >7 class another subroutine is added a
part of the student daily study course and that is guide students from 1 to 6.
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1.4.3.5 Use of document
The Document symbol depicts output to be seen in a single sheet of paper as
shown below.

1.4.3.6 Use of multiple document
Multiple Document is used in places where the output is in more than 1 page
.Refer to sort example below.

1.4.3.7 Use of decision
The decision is used just as if then else statement
1. If you do this then this will happen
2. If you do not do this this will happen.
Decisions are used to give the computer the intelligence about what to do when
decisions change
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1.4.3.8 Use of merge
The merge option is used to merge data from 2 data sources into one
Table-1
Emp Emp
No
Name
1
kamal
2

Gender Dob
M

Address

Tel No

Email

12/02/1999 132,a2345655555 kamal@gmail.com
street
06/02/1999 133,B9032456555 reshma@gmail.com
STREET

Reshma F

Table -2
Emp
No
3

Emp
Name
Rohit

Gender Dob

4

Asha

F

M

Address

12/02/1999 132,Cstreet
06/02/1999 133,DSTREET

Tel No

Email

5436789090 rohit@gmail.com
5675432109 asha@gmail.com

Table-3(Merge table 1 and Table2)
Emp
No
1

Emp
Name
kamal

Gender

Dob

Address

Tel No

M

2

Reshma

F

3

Rohit

M

4

Asha

F

12/02/19
99
06/02/19
99
12/02/199
9
06/02/199
9

132,astreet
133,BSTREET
132,Cstreet
133,DSTREET

2345655555 kamal@gmail.c
om
9032456555 reshma@gmail.
com
543678909 rohit@gmail.co
0
m
567543210 asha@gmail.co
9
m
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1.4.3.9 Use of sort
The sort option is used to sort records in either ascending or descending order of
the fields.
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1.4.3.10 Use of Collate
The collate symbol is used to organize data in a standard format

1.4.3.11 Use of on page reference
The On page connector is used
1. If the flow chart is too big but can be broken down into one page as
shown below.
2. If logically one has to go to a point of execution but is unable to reach it as
shown in internal storage.
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1.4.3.12 Use of off page reference
The off page reference is used in cases where the flow chart is extremely large
and does not fit into one page. In such cases Off page connectors are used
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1.4.3.13 Use of logical AND

1.4.3.14 Use of logical OR
The logical OR is used in conditions where one condition may match or another
condition may match.
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1.4.3.15 Use of external data storage
External data storage are the devises which store data externally. These include
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pen Drives
External Hard Disk
External Card Memory
Floppy disks
Compact Disks
DVD

Data can be stored on external data storage. Watch if arrow is going to external
data storage data is going towards external storage. If arrow is coming from
external data storage data is being retrieved from it . Below shows data from
internal storage is going towards external storage.

1.4.3.16 Use of internal data storage
The internal data storage is a devise used to store data internally such as hard
drives of the computer.
Data is stored, retrieved, edited, deleted from the Hard Drives. Data is stored in
the hard drives in any form except databases. Data can be any form such as Flat
files which include binary and text files prepared by various ways such as





Excel sheets
Binary files
Ms word
Ms Power point
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1.4.3.17 Use of database
A database is an organized collection of data. It is the collection of
schemas, tables, queries, reports, views and other objects. The data is
typically organized to model aspects of reality in a way that
supports processes requiring information, such as modeling the
availability of rooms in hotels in a way that supports finding a hotel with
vacancies. Some examples of database include Oracle, Sql Server, MS
Access.
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1.4.3.18 Use of punched card
The punched card was used once upon a time when instructions and data were
entered in the form of punched card. Data used to be read by the computer by the
help of computer punched card reader.
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1.4.3.19 Use of magnetic tape
The magnetic tape is a devise which is used to store data sequentially.

The above example shows a person is entering item code and item name which
gets stored in the magnetic tape.
1.4.3.20 Use of delay
The Delay tag is used to delay the process by a particular time T
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Check your progress -1
Q.1 What is an algorithm ?
A._____________________________________________________________
Q.2 What is a flowchart ?
A.____________________________________________________________

1.5 Generation of programming languages

1.5.1 1st Generation
1st generation language is the machine language also called as low level language
is written using 0s and 1s.This language is directly understood by the computer .
This language is made up of 0s and 1s.This code changes from computer to
computer as different computers have different processors. Programmers write
machine code. The advantages of machine code is faster execution. Use of
machine language is tedious, difficult and time consuming. The programmers has
to have a detailed knowledge about the computer hardware and architecture to
write this code for that specific machine.
1.5.2 2nd Generation
The second generation language also called assembly language used an assembler
to convert the assembly language to binary codes that are 0s and 1s which the
computer can understand before execution. Assembly language programming is a
bit simpler than the 1st generation language as assembly language is used. The
advantages of assembly languages are they require less storage and execute faster
than the programs written in high level languages. Different computers use
different assemblers.
1.5.3 3rd Generation
The third generation language also called as the high level language such as C,
C++, Fortran, Pascal, Fortran. These languages need an compiler or an interpreter
which can convert the high level language into machine code. Coding in high
level language became easier for the developer than the assembly language.
These language are machine independent as the compiler and the interpreter
looks into translation of high level language to machine language.
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1.5.4 4th Generation
4GLs are closer to human language than other high-level languages and are
accessible to people without formal training as programmers. They allow multiple
common operations to be performed with a single programmer-entered command.
They are intended to be easier for users than machine languages (firstgeneration), assembly languages (second-generation), and older high-level
languages (third-generation). Examples of 4th
generation languages are
SAS,PL/SQL,SQL,PHP.
1.5.5 5th Generation
The 5th generation languages use artificial intelligence for solving the problem.
Examples of 5th generation languages include Prolog, LISP ,Mercury.

1.6 OOP Concept
OOP stands for Object oriented programming. Object oriented programming is
used to reduce the code. The entire code which was written earlier as a series of
many lines is reduced to a class which comprises of variables, procedures. An
object is an instance of a class. Programming using a number of objects is object
oriented
programming. The example of OOP
include C++,
Java,VB.NET,C#.NET. Below shows a class and an object of it.
Class : Employee
Variables
Variable Name Variable Type
Name
Character
Age
Number
Gender
Character
Address
Character
Designation
Character
Department
Character
Procedures
Add an employee
Edit an employee
Delete an employee

Length
50
3
1
50
50
50

Employee
Object
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Advantages of using objects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Objects can be loaded into memory as and when required.
Single or Multiple objects are used to perform a task.
Objects can be removed from the memory once the task is complete.
Code reusability.
Code reduction
Easy modification

Physically speaking different employees perform different tasks and they can be
combined to perform a particular task. Let us take the example of maintenance
department of a hospital. It is comprised carpenters, electricians, masons. All
these three their tasks individually but when it comes of construction of a building
all of them unite to finish the job.
Concepts of OOPS are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Abstraction
Encapsulation
Inheritance
Polymorphism
Aggregation
Composition
Association

1. Abstraction :- Providing the essential information to the outside world and
hiding the details inside. Let us take an example. We go to restaurant and
ask the bearer to get a veg meal. He gets it for us. Now how the veg meal
was prepared, what were the ingredients added in it, what was the process to
do the job, who prepared it is not known to us. We just give command
waiter 1 veg meal. Here waiter is the object and 1 veg meal is the name
of the procedure in waiter object.
2. Encapsulation :- Encapsulation is a process by which both data and
processes are stored at one location. This helps in quicker access to
process.
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WAITER OBJECT
Data
Name of the table
Orders given from table
Orders to take from tables
Amount received from Tables
Amount to receive from table
Process
Take order
Produce bill
Receive payment
3.Inheritance :- This is a process by which if an object A if it inherits another
object B it receives all the process and data of that particular object B
provided object B gives access to the process and data in it. A very simple
example is inheritance of characteristics by the son from the father.
4. Polymorphism :- Polymorphism refers to the ability to use a single identifier
to define multiple methods of a class that differ in their input and output
parameters. Overloaded methods are generally used when they conceptually
execute the same task but with a slightly different set of parameters.
A = add (integer a, float b)
B = add (float a, float b)
The above example shows
The procedure Add is used in the addition of an integer and a float
And the procedure Add is used in the addition of a float with a float.
There are two types of polymorphism: compile time polymorphism
(overloading) and runtime polymorphism (overriding).
Overriding: Overriding occurs when a class method has the same name and
signature as a method in parent class and child class. When you override
methods, the program determines the proper methods to call at the program’s
run time, not at the compile time.
Overloading: Overloading is determined at the compile time. It occurs
when several methods have same names with:
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Different method signature and different number or type of parameters.
Same method signature but different number of parameters.
Same method signature and same number of parameters but of different
type.

5. Association :- It represents a relationship between two or more objects. The
name of an association specifies the nature of relationship between objects.
This is represented by a solid line.

Let’s take an example of relationship between Teacher and Student.
Multiple students can associate with a single teacher and a single
student can associate with multiple teachers. But there is no ownership
between the objects. Both can be created and deleted independently.

6. Aggregation :- It is a specialized form of Association where all object have
their own lifecycle but there is ownership. This represents “whole-part or apart-of” relationship. This is represented by a hollow diamond followed by a
line.
Let’s take an example of relationship between Department and Teacher. A
Teacher may belongs to multiple departments. Hence Teacher is a part of
multiple departments. But if we delete a Department, Teacher Object will
not get destroyed

7. Composition :- It is a specialized form of Aggregation. It is a strong
type of Aggregation. In this relationship child objects does not have
their lifecycle without Parent object. If a parent object is deleted, all its
child objects will also be deleted.. This is represented by a solid
diamond followed by a line.
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Let’s take an example of relationship between House and rooms. A house
can contain multiple rooms but any room cannot belongs to two different
houses. So,if we delete the house room will automatically deleted.

Check your progress -2

Q.1. What are the generations of languages ? Describe briefly ?
A._____________________________________________________________
Q.2 What is OOP? What are the concepts of OOP?
A._____________________________________________________________

1.7 Let us sum up
1. An algorithm is a step by step procedure for solving a problem. Algorithm
is used at the first stage of programming where developer writes the
process. Algorithm begins with a Start and ends with a Stop. Algorithm is
comprised of declare statement where all variables are declared and
initialized. The comment statements are enclosed in /* */.Read statement
of the algorithm is used to read the user inputs Process such as add,
subtract, divide, multiply and equals are defined by + - / * and <-. If
statement is used for conditions. loops are used in algorithms to run a
program in loop. loops are of 3 types , while loop, do loop, for loop. A
flowchart is a type of diagram that represents an algorithm, workflow or
process, showing the steps as boxes of various kinds, and their order by
connecting them with arrows. The flowchart is comprised of various
symbols. All symbols have their unique use. These are the terminator,
manual loop, manual input, data, process, sub process, delay, preparation,
display, document, multiple document, decision, merge, sort, collate, on
page reference, off page reference ,OR , AND, external data, storage,
database ,punched card, magnetic tape. Generation of languages are
Odisha State Open University
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1st.2nd,3rd,4th,5th. The first generation languages also known as machine
language used 0s and 1s.Machine codes are the fastest however they vary
from computer to computer as the architecture changes. These languages
are difficult and time consuming.2nd generation language known as
assembly language. Code written in assembly language need an assembler
to convert the assembly language to the machine code.3rd generation
language also known as high level language are independent of machines.
They need a compiler or the interpreter to convert the high level language
to machine codes. Coding using high level languages is easy compared to
the assembly language. Examples of 3rd generation languages are
C,C++,Fortran, Pascal.4th generation languages known as 4gl is easier
than the earlier languages. These include SQL,PL/SQL,SAS,PHP. The
5th generation languages are the languages that depend on artificial
intelligence. These are Prolog, LISP and Mercury. OOP stands for object
oriented programming. The software that support OOP include C++,
Java,VB.NET,C#.NET. Objects can be loaded into memory as and when
required. The advantages of OOPS are single or multiple objects are used
to perform a task, objects can be removed from the memory once the
task is complete, code reusability, code reduction, easy modification. The
concepts of OOPS are abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance,
polymorphism, aggregation, composition and association.

1.8 References
1. W3schools.com
2. Google.com.
3. http://java-questions.com/oops-interview-questions.html

1.9 Check your progress –possible answers

Check your progress –possible answers -1
A.1 Algorithm is a step by step procedure for solving a problem.
A.2 A flowchart is a type of diagram that represents an algorithm, workflow or
process, showing the steps as boxes of various kinds, and their order by
connecting them with arrows.
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Check your progress –possible answers -2
A.1 The generations of languages are 1st generation, 2nd generation,3rd generation,
4th generation and 5th generation. 1st generation language used machine codes
such as 0s and 1s.1st generation language was machine dependent and was
difficult to write. Programmers writing machine code had to know about the
computer and its configuration. The machine language or the 1st generation
language
is the fastest of all the generations of languages. The second
generation language known as assembly language programming use assembler to
convert the assembly language to machine language. The 3rd generation language
also known as high level language use compiler or interpreter to convert the high
level to the machine language. The high level language is easy to use compared to
the 1st generation and 2nd generation. The examples of 3rd generation languages
are C,C++, Fortran. The 4th generation languages are more easy compared to the
1st generation, 2nd generation and the 3rd generation. These include
query
4th
builders, report writers, Examples of
generation languages are Sql , Pl/Sql,
th
SAS. The 5 generation languages are the languages that use artificial
intelligence. Example of these language are Prolog and LISP.
A.2. OOP stands for object oriented programming. The example of OOP include
C++, Java,VB.NET,C#.NET. Objects can be loaded into memory as and when
required. The advantages of OOPS are single or multiple objects are used to
perform a task, objects can be removed from the memory once the task is
complete, code reusability, code reduction, easy modification. The concepts of
OOP are polymorphism, inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation, aggregation,
composition, association.
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Unit -2
Php Basics
Learning objectives
After the Completion of this unit you should be able to know
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Advantages of PHP
Where to use PHP
How to install PHP
How to run the first PHP
Syntax used in PHP
Variables and constants used in PHP
Echo and print
Data types used in PHP
Operators in PHP

Structure
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Definitions
2.3 PHP basics
2.4 Echo and print commands
2.5 Data types used in PHP
2.6 Operators in PHP
2.7 Let us sum up
2.8 References
2.9 Check your progress –possible answers
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2.1 Introduction
Web pages are the preliminary elements of a website. Websites are of two types,
static websites and dynamic websites. Static websites are those sites those that are
created once launched to the web remain static which means the same till they are
changed by the developer or user. Examples of static websites are websites
created in HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Example of static websites are bio data
loaded by you or me on job portal. Dynamic websites on the other hand change
with time. These websites are linked to database and so they rapidly change.
Dynamic web sites are prepared using HTML, CSS, Java script , PHP, Ajax.
Example of dynamic websites are hospital websites which shows the latest
information about the hospital. Web pages cater the following features for us.
They are data display, data entry, data validation or data checking, data
modification, data deletion. Validation is done in two ways and they are client
side validation and the server side validation. Client side validation is done by
client side scripting tool which is JavaScript and server side validation is done
at the server end by PHP. Data entry done using the data entry form designed
using HTML,CSS, JavaScript is entered by PHP at the server level. Similarly
data that is deleted at the form level is deleted at the server level using PHP. Data
is requested from server and PHP helps fetching the data from the database and
gives it to the user who requests it. PHP is also used in securing our data from
outsiders. User names and passwords are checked to allow the valid user to login.

2.2 Definitions
PHP :- A server side programming language that is used to prepare dynamic
websites.
Variable :- A variable is a container to store data.
Constant :- A constant is an identifier with an associated value which cannot be
altered by the program during normal execution

2.3 PHP Basics
2.3.1 Installing PHP
To install PHP on the computer click on the link
Step-1
In your web browser go to https://www.apachefriends.org/index.HTML
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Step-2
Click on the download button as shown below

Step-3
Click the download link for XAMPP
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When prompted for download click “Save” and wait for download to finish
Step-4
Install the program, and click on "Run."

Step-5
Check the files as shown below and click on next button.

Step-6
Click on the finish button to complete installation
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Step-7
Click on the open button to open the XAMPP software

Step-8
Start Apache and MySQL components

Step-9
Verify the Apache install by clicking the Apache administrative link in the control
panel.
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Step-10
Verify the MySQL and Apache installation by clicking on the MySQL
administrative link as shown below.

2.3.2 Writing my first PHP program
To write a PHP program use any of the editors as shown below.
1. Notepad
2. WordPad
3. Dreamweaver
We shall be starting using Notepad to start coding in PHP. The file that we
save should be saved at c:/xampp/htdocs. The file should be saved with
extension .PHP. Here I am using Windows 8 Operating System.
Step-1
Click on start and then click on run option as shown below.
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Step-2
Type notepad on the box below and click on the OK button as shown below.

Step-3

Step-4
Click on file -> save as
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Step-5

Step-6

Step-7
In case in future the web server does snot start try to find this icon as shown
below.
Click on Xampp control Panel and start
the processes as shown below
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2.3.3 PHP Syntax
PHP syntax starts with <?PHP

and ends with ?>

The comments in PHP are of two types and they are single line comments and
multiline comments. The single line comments are started with // and multiline
comments are defined with /* and */.
PHP is case sensitive.
<!DOCTYPE HTML>
<HTML>
<body>
<?PHP
$color = "red";
echo "My house is " . $color . "<br>";
echo "My shirt is " . $COLOR . "<br>";
echo "My coat is " . $coLOR . "<br>";
?>
</body>
</HTML>
Output

2.3.4 PHP Variables
The rules for defining variables in PHP are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The variable must start with $ sign
The variable must start with letter or and underscore
A variable cannot start with a number
A variable can comprise of letter a number and an underscore
Variable names are case sensitive which means $my_phone_no is not the
same as $My_Phone_No.
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The scope of PHP variables are
1. Global :- A variable declared outside the function is a global variable.
2. Local :- A variable declared inside the function are local variables
3. Static :- A static variable is a variable that is not deleted at the end of the
function. They are defined by the static key word.
2.3.4.1 Example of variables
<?PHP
$x=10;
$y=20;
$z=$x +$y;
echo $z;
?>
Output :-

2.3.4.2 Example of global variable
<!DOCTYPE HTML>
<HTML>
<body>
<?PHP
$x = 5; // global scope
function Test() {
// using x inside this function will generate an error
echo "<p>Variable x inside function is: $x</p>";
}
Test();
echo "<p>Variable x outside function is: $x</p>";
?>
</body>
</HTML>
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Output

2.3.4.3 Example of local variable
<?PHP
function Test() {
$x = 5; // local scope
echo "<p>Variable x inside function is: $x</p>";
}
Test();
// using x outside the function will generate an error
echo "<p>Variable x outside function is: $x</p>";
?>
Output

2.3.4.4 Example of global keyword
<?PHP
$x = 5;
$y = 10;
function Test() {
$GLOBALS['y'] = $GLOBALS['x'] + $GLOBALS['y'];
}
Test();
echo $y; // outputs 15
?>
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Output

2.3.4.5 Example of static variable
<?PHP
function Test() {
static $x = 0;
echo $x.'<br>';
$x++;
}
Test();Test();Test(); ?>
Output
0
1
2

2.3.5 PHP Constants
Syntax:
define( name, value , case insensitive)
name : name of the constant
value: value of the constant
insensitive: States whether the constant is case sensitive or case intensive.
2.3.5.1 PHP Case – sensitive Constants
<?PHP
define("CONSTANT", "Hello world.");
echo CONSTANT; // outputs "Hello world."
echo Constant; // outputs "Constant" and issues a notice. ?>
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Output

2.3.5.2 PHP Case – insensitive Constants
<?PHP
define("GREETING", "Hello you.", true);
echo GREETING; // outputs "Hello you.";
echo Greeting; // outputs "Hello you."; ?>
Output

2.4 Echo and Print commands in PHP
The Echo and Print commands in PHP are used to output a value in PHP. Both are
used for the same purpose but there is a slight difference and the difference is
Echo
Echo has no return value
Echo can take multiple parameters
Echo is faster than Print
<!DOCTYPE HTML>

Print
Print has a retune value and that is 1
Print takes only one parameter
Print slower than echo

<HTML><body>
<?PHP
echo 'foo', 'bar'; // Concatenates the 2 strings
print('foo', 'bar'); // Fatal error
$res = Print("hello"); //Prints Hello
echo $res //Prints 1
?></body></HTML>
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Output

Check your progress -1
Q.1 What is a variable ? What is the scope of a variable?
A._____________________________________________________________

Q.2 What is a constant ? What are types of constants
A.____________________________________________________________

Q.3 What is the difference between echo and print?
A.____________________________________________________________

2.5 Data types used in PHP
Various types of data are stored in variables. The various types of data are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

String
Integer
Float
Boolean
Array
Object
NULL
Resource

2.5.1 String data type
This data type is used to store the String data type. A String is a sequence of
characters inside quotes. These quotes can be single quotes and double quotes.
<?PHP
$my_name ="Sandilya";
$my_full_name='V.S.Sandilya';
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echo ("My name is ".$my_name);
echo("<br>");//Creates a line break
echo('My full name is'. $my_full_name); ?>
Output

2.5.2 Integer data type
An integer data type is a non-decimal number between -2,147,483,648 and
2,147,483,647. The properties of an integer is
1.
2.
3.
4.

It should contain at least 1 digit
It can be a number without decimal point.
It can be negative number or a positive number.
It can be specified in 3 formats which are Decimal, Octal, Hexadecimal

<?PHP
$x = 1000;// Decimal defined here
var_dump($x);
echo('<br>');
$y = 018; // Octal number define here
var_dump($y);
echo('<br>');
$z = 0x18; // Hexdecimal number define here
var_dump($z); ?>
Output
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2.5.3 Float data type
A float data type is a number with decimal point number
<!DOCTYPE HTML>
<HTML>
<body>
<?PHP
$x = 15.365;
var_dump($x);
?> </body></HTML>
Output

2.5.4 Boolean data type
A data type that represents 2 states that are True and False is a Boolean data type.
It is used conditional statement
<!DOCTYPE HTML>
<HTML>
<body>
<?PHP
$x = true;
$y = false;
echo($x);
echo($y); ?> </body></HTML>
Output

1
2.5.5 Array data type
One single variable that stores multiple values is an array. Arrays are used when
multiple values of the same type exist. Examples of multiple values of the same
type are cars of various types, motorcycles of various types, pens of various
types. Arrays are used when a person wants to access all the values of the same
type in a small code. Let us take for example we had 3 cars of three different
types such as Maruti, Mersedes, BMW. If arrays were not there then we could
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have stored these values as $car1,$car2,$car3.If there were 100 cars. We could
have stored them as $car1,$car2 ..$ car100.This could be a cumbersome coding
practice. Arrays in turn help the programmer to store data easily, sort data easily,
compare two types of arrays easily. Use of arrays help us to make modification
before we permanently store data to the disk drive which we shall be discussing in
the subsequent units. Let us get started using arrays. Arrays are of 3 types .These
are
1. Indexed arrays
2. Associate arrays
3. Multidimensional arrays
2.5.5.1 Indexed arrays
2.5.5..1.1 Indexing arrays automatically
Indexed arrays are the arrays that are assigned automatically. Here the index value
starts from 0.
<?PHP
$nn = array(‘Rohan’,’Shyam’,’Praveen’);
for($i=0;$i<3;$i++)
{
echo($nn[$i]);
echo('<br>');
}
?>
Output

Description
In the above example we have defined $nn as an array which means that this array
can contain any number of values basing on the requirement. We have defined
$nn[0]=’Rohan’ which means that 0 is the array index and Rohan is stored in that
index.
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0
Rohan

nn array
1
Shyam

2
Praveen

Using the for loop we moved from the 0th index to the 2nd index and displayed the
values stored at the various indexes.
2.5.5..1.2 Indexing arrays manually
<?PHP
$nn = array();
$nn[0]= 'Shyam';
$nn[1]= 'riyaz';
$nn[2]= 'Naina';
for($i=0;$i<3;$i++)
{
echo($nn[$i]);
echo('<br>');
}
?>
Output

2.5.5.2 Associative arrays
Associative arrays are the arrays that use named keys to assign them
<?PHP
$salary = array();
$salary['Rohan']=350000;
$salary['Reshma']=40000;
$salary['Alok']=20000;
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echo("Reshma is drawing the salary ".$salary['Reshma']);
?>
Output

Description
In the above example we got the salary drawn by Reshma by
$salary[“Reshma”];
2.5.5.2 .1 Use of Associative arrays in loops
<?PHP
$salary = array();
$salary['Rohan']=350000;
$salary['Reshma']=40000;
$salary['Alok']=20000;
foreach($salary as $x => $x_value) {
echo "Key=" . $x . ", Value=" . $x_value;
echo "<br>";
}
?>
Output

Description
In the above example we have defined the $salary as an array. Next we have
defined the salary of each key which are Rohan, Reshma and Alok. We loop
through the salary array and get the key and value using the command as shown
below.
Foreach ($salary as $x => $x_value) {
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echo "Key=" . $x . ", Value=" . $x_value;
echo "<br>";
}
2.5.5.3 Multi dimension array
A multi dimension array is an array that comprises of one or more arrays.
<!DOCTYPE HTML>
<HTML>
<body>
<?PHP
$student = array
(
array("Ram",22,"M"),
array("Rahim",15,"M"),
array("Manoj",5,"M"),
array("Kamal",17,"M")
);
echo("The name of the student is ".$student[0][0].".The age is
".$student[0][1].
".The gender is ".$student[0][2]."."."<br>");
echo("The name of the student is ".$student[1][0].".The age is
".$student[1][1].
".The gender is ".$student[1][2]."."."<br>");
echo("The name of the student is ".$student[2][0].".The age is
".$student[2][1].
".The gender is ".$student[2][2]."."."<br>");
echo("The name of the student is ".$student[3][0].".The age is
".$student[3][1].
".The gender is ".$student[3][2]."."."<br>");
?>
</body></HTML>
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Output
The name of the student is Ram.The age is 22.The gender is M.
The name of the student is Rahim.The age is 15.The gender is M.
The name of the student is Manoj.The age is 5.The gender is M.
The name of the student is Kamal.The age is 17.The gender is M.
Description

COLUMN
S

ROWS

0
1
2
3

0
Student[0][0]=Ram
Student[1][0]=Rahim
Student[2][0]=Manoj
Student[3][0]=Kamal

1
Student[0][1]=22
Student[1][1]=15
Student[2][1]=5
Student[3][1]=17

2
Student[0][2]=M
Student[1][2]=M
Student[2][2]=M
Student[3][2]=M

2.5.6 Object data type
Object :- A data type which is an instance of a class that stores data and the
information how to process the data is an object.
Class :- A structure that comprises of constant, variables and methods. The
variables and methods are of three types and they are public, private, protected
<?PHP
class calculation //class calculation begins here
{
var $var1,$var2,$result; // variables defined here
function addition()
{
$this->result = $this->var1 + $this->var2;
return $this->result;
}
}
// class calculation ends here
$c = new calculation; // object defined as new instance of class
$c->var1=10; //assignment of variables
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$c->var2=20; //assignment of variables
$add = $c -> addition(); // call of a function addition of the class calculation and
assign to variable
//add
echo "the sum of two variables is : ".$add;
?>
Output
The sum of two variables is : 30
Description
In the above example we have defined a class named calculation. This class is
comprised of 3 variables $var1,$var2 and $result.
We defined a function named addition for adding two numbers. In this function
we added two variables and assigned the result to addition to result. For this we
used the expression
$this->result = $this->var1 + $this->var2;
Here $this stands for this class which is calculation. Since the variables are
defined in the class so $this->var1 means the current class calculation variable
$var1. In the function we used a word return which is used to return a single
value as functions take no values or multiple values but return a single value.
After the class calculation is defined $c = new calculation(); means $c is an object
of class calculation. $c->var1 =10 means the variable of object $c is set to 10.$c>var2 =20 means the variable of object $c is set to 20.
$add = $c -> addition();
Here the result of addition is stored in variable $add.
2.5.7 Null data type
A special data type that can comprise of only one value which is null
A variable is set to null if no value is assigned to it. A variable can be emptied if it
is set null.
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<?PHP
class a
{
var $aa;
}
$x=null;
$a1 = new a;
var_dump($a1->aa);
echo("<br>");
var_dump($x);
echo("<br>");
$y= "hi there";
echo($y);
echo("<br>");
$y=null;
var_dump($y);
?>
Output
NULL
NULL
hi there
NULL
Description
In the above example we have defined a class a and inside it we defined a variable
aa but did not assign any value to it .If no value is assigned to it it is set to null.
Below the class we have defined a variable name $x and set to null. Hence the
value of $x is null. We defined an object a1 of class a. var_dump shows the type
of variable. At the end $y =null empties the variable $y.
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2.5.8 Resource data type
The special resource type is not an data type. Used in calling the database such as
shown below.
$conn = mysqli_connect(localhost,"root","admin","animals");
Here $conn is the variable
Mysqli_connect is used to connect to the database.It is comprised of the following
components
 localhost :- the computer which we are using with apache server.
 root :- username of the apache server which we are using in our computer
 admin :- password of the apache server which we are using in our
computer.
 animals :- The database which we are planning to connect
Check your progress -2
Q.1 What are the various types of data?
A._____________________________________________________________
Q.2 Arrays of various typs? What are they
A.____________________________________________________________

2.6 Operators in PHP
Operators are used to perform operations between variables and values.
Operators are classified into the following 7 types as shown below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Arithmetic operators
Assignment operators
Comparison operators
Increment/decrement operators
Logical operators
String operators
Array operators
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2.6.1 Arithmetic Operators in PHP
Arithmetic operators are performed between numeric variables or values. These
are classified into
Sl.No
1
2

Arithmetic
operator
+
-

Operator
name
Addition
Subtraction

3
4

*
/

Multiplication
division

5

%

Modulus

6

**
pow

Exponentiation

Used for
Add numbers or variables
Subtract one number or variable from
the other
Multiply numbers or variables
Divide one number or variable by
another
Reminder of dividing one variable by
the other
Raising one variable by another variable

2.6.1.1 Addition
<?PHP
$x = 20;
$y = 5;
echo $x + $y;
?>
Output
25
Description
In the above example $x is set to 20 and $y is set to 5. Echo shows the output of
sum of two numbers $x and $y which is 25.
2.6.1.2 Subtraction
<?PHP
$x = 20;
$y = 5;
echo $x - $y;
?>
Output
15
Description
In the above example $x is set to 20 and $y is set to 5. Echo shows the output of
subtraction of two numbers $x between $y which is 15.
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2.6.1.3 Multiplication
<?PHP
$x = 20;
$y = 5;
echo $x * $y;
?>
Output
100
Description
In the above example $x is set to 20 and $y is set to 5. Echo shows the output of
multiplication of two numbers $x between $y which is 100.
2.6.1.4 Division
<?PHP
$x = 20;
$y = 5;
echo $x / $y; ?>
Output
4
Description
In the above example $x is set to 20 and $y is set to 5. Echo shows the output of
division of $x between $y which is 4
2.6.1.5 Modulus
<?PHP
$x = 20;
$y = 5;
echo $x %$y;
?>
Output
0
Description
In the above example $x is set to 20 and $y is set to 5. Echo shows the reminder
of division of $x between $y which is 0
2.6.1.6 Exponentiation
<?PHP
$x = 2;
$y = 5;
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echo $x **$y; // used in PHP 5.6
//alternatively we can use
echo pow($x,$y)
?>
Output
32
Description
In the above example $x is set to 2 and $y is set to 5. Echo shows the
exponentiation of $x to $y which is 32

Check your progress -3
Q.1 What are the various types of arithmetic operators?
A._____________________________________________________________

2.6.2 Assignment Operators in PHP
The assignment variables are the variables that are needed to assign a value to a
variable . The basic assignment variable used in PHP is =
The assignment operators used with numeric values are as shown below
Sl.No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Assignment operators
$x=$y; // equals

Is the same as
The values of $x are set to the values of
$y
$x+=$y; //addition
$x = $x +$y
$x -=$y; //subtraction
$x = $x - $y
$x *=$y; // multiplication $x = $x * $y
$x /=$y; //division
$x = $x/$y
$x%=$y; //modulus
$x = $x%$y
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2.6.2.1 Equals
Example :- Let us create a PHP file index.PHP . Now writing the code in
index.PHP as shown below
<?PHP
$x=20;
$y=5;
$x = $y;
echo $x;
?>
* In the examples if have defined localhost/PHP_test/index.PHP
Which is the same as localhost/PHP_test/
Which is the same as http://localhost/PHP_test/
As if you do not defined anything the browser searches for index.PHP in the
folder PHP_test
Output
Now to view the result we type
http://localhost/PHP_test followed by the enter key.

Or
http://localhost/PHP_test/index.PHP followed by the enter key
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2.6.2.2 Addition
This option is used to add 2 variables. Example :- Let us create a PHP file
index.PHP . Now writing the code in index.PHP as shown below
<?PHP
$x=20;
$y=5;
$x += $y;
echo $x; ?>
Output
Now to view the result we type
http://localhost/PHP_test followed by the enter key.

2.6.2.3 Subtraction
This option is used to subtract a variable from the other.
Example :- Let us create a PHP file index.PHP . Now writing the code in
index.PHP as shown below
<?PHP
$x=20;
$y=5;
$x -= $y;
echo $x;
?>
Output
Now to view the result we type
http://localhost/PHP_test followed by the enter key.
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2.6.2.4 Multiplication
This option is used to multiply 2 variable.
<?PHP
$x=20;
$y=5;
$x *= $y;
echo $x;
?>
Output

2.6.2.5 Division
This option is used to divide one variable by the other
<?PHP
$x=20;
$y=5;
$x /= $y; echo $x; ?>
Output
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2.6.2.6 Modulus
This option is used to find the reminder of a variable divided by another variable .
<?PHP
$x=20;
$y=5;
$x %= $y;
echo $x;
?>
Output

Check your progress -4
Q.1 What are the various types of assignment operators?
A._____________________________________________________________

2.6.3 Comparison Operators in PHP
The comparison operator is used to compare two values. These values can be a
number or a string. They are classified into the following types as shown below.
Sl.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Operators
==
===
!=
<>
!==
>
<
>=
<=
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Name
Equal
Identical
Not Equal
Not Equal
Not identical
Greater than
Less than
Greater than or equal to
Less than or equal to
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2.6.3.1 Equal Operator in PHP
Use of ==
Two variables are said to be equal if the values of both variables are equal
irrespective of their type.
<?PHP
$x = 10;
$y = "10";
$z = "20";
var_dump($x == $y); // returns true because values are equal
echo("<br>");
var_dump($x == $z); // returns false because values are not equal
?>
Output

2.6.3.2 Identical Operator in PHP
Use of ===
Two variables are said to be identical if the values of both variables are equal and
the types of both variable are also equal.
<?PHP
$x = 10;
$y = 10;
$z = "10";
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var_dump($x === $y); // returns true because values are equal
echo("<br>");
var_dump($x === $z); // returns false because values are equal but types unequal
?>
Output

2.6.3.3 Not equal operator in PHP
Use of !=
This option is used to check if both values of variables are not equal in PHP . It
returns true if both values are not equal.
<?PHP
$x = 10;
$y = 10;
$z = "20";
var_dump($x != $y); // returns false because values are equal
echo("<br>");
var_dump($x != $z); // returns true because values are not equal
?>
Output
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Use of <>

Output

2.6.3.4 Not identical operator in PHP
Use of !==
This operator returns true if two variables are not identical.
<?PHP
$x = 10;
$y = 10;
$z = "10";
var_dump($x !== $y); // returns false because the two variables are identical
echo("<br>");
var_dump($x !== $z); // returns true because the two variables are not identical
?>
Output
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2.6.3.5 Use of greater than operator in PHP
Use of

>

This comparative operator is used to find out if one variable is greater than the
other variable.
<?PHP
$x = 10;
$y = 10;
$z = 20 ;
var_dump($x > $y); // returns false because the two variable values are the same
echo("<br>");
var_dump($z > $x); // returns true because the two variables $x value is less than
the value of $z
?>
Output

2.6.3.6 Use of less than operator in PHP
Use of <
This operator is used to compare two variable and returns true if a variable is less
than the other variable. If two variables are the equal then this comparison returns
false.
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<?PHP
$x = 10;
$y = 10;
$z = 20 ;
var_dump($x < $y); // returns false because the two variable values are the same
echo("<br>");
var_dump($x < $z); // returns true because the two variables $x value is less than
the value of $z
?>
Output

2.6.3.7 Use of greater than or equal to operator in PHP
Use of >=
This operator returns true if a variable is greater than or equal to another variable.
<?PHP
$x = 10;
$y = 10;
$z = 20 ;
var_dump($x >= $y); // returns true because value of $x variable is the same as
$y.
echo("<br>");
var_dump($x >= $z); // returns false because value of $x variable is less than $z
?>
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Output

2.6.3.8 Use of less than or equal to operator in PHP
This operator returns true if one variable is less than the other variable
<?PHP
$x = 10;
$y = 10;
$z = 20 ;
var_dump($x <= $y); // returns true because value of $x variable is the same as
$y.
echo("<br>");
var_dump($z <= $x); // returns false because value of $x variable is less than $z
?>
Now to view the result we type
Output

Check your progress -5
Q.1 What are the various types of comparison operators?
A._____________________________________________________________
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2.6.4 Use of increment / decrement operator in PHP
2.6.4.1 Use of increment operator
The increment operator is used to increase the value of the integer by 1
<?PHP
$x = 20;
echo($x);
echo("<br>");
++$x;
echo($x);
echo("<br>");
?>
Output

2.6.4.2 Use of decrement operator
The decrement operator is used to decrease the value of the integer by 1
<?PHP
$x = 20;
echo($x);
echo("<br>");
--$x;
echo($x); echo("<br>"); ?>
Output
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2.6.5 Use of logical operator in PHP
The operators that are used to combine conditional statements are logical
operators. The operators used are as defined below.
Sl.No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Operator
and
&&
Or
||
xor
!

2.6.5.1 Use of and operator in PHP
Condition 1
Condition 2
true
true
false
false
<?PHP

true
false
true
false

Name of the operator
And operator
And operator
Or operator
Or operator
xor operator
not operator

Condition 1and
Condition 2
true
false
false
false

$a = 100;
$b = 200;
if(($a == 100) and ($b ==200))
{
echo("the result is true");
}
else
{
echo("the result if false");
} ?>
Output
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2.6.5.2 Use of && operator in PHP
Condition 1
Condition 2
true
true
false
false

true
false
true
false

Condition 1 &&
Condition 2
True
False
False
False

<?PHP
$a = 100;
$b = 200;
if(($a == 100) && ($b ==200))
{ echo("the result is true"); }
else
{
echo("the result if false");
}
?>
Output

2.6.5.3 Use of or operator in PHP
The or operator works is if the logical operand $a or $b are true.
Condition1

Condition2

true
true
false
false

true
false
true
false
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<?PHP
$a = 100;
$b = 200;
if(($a == 100) or ($b ==200))
{
echo("the result is true");
}
else
{
echo("the result if false");
}
?>
Output

2.6.5.4 Use of || operator in PHP
<?PHP
$a = 100;
$b = 200;
if(($a == 100) ||($b ==200))
{
echo("the result is true");
}
else
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{
echo("the result if false");
}
?>
Output

2.6.5.5 Use of XOR operator in PHP
Condition1

Condition2

true
true
false
false

true
false
true
false

Condition1 or
Condition2
false
true
true
false

<?PHP
$a = 100;
$b = 200;
if(($a == 100) xor($b ==200))
{
echo("the result is true");
}
else
{ echo("the result if false");}
?>
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Output

2.6.5.6 Use of not operator in PHP
The not operator shows true if the condition is false
Condition1
true
false

Not Condition1
false
true

<?PHP
$a = 100;
if ($a !== 200)
{ echo("the result is true"); }
else
{ echo("the result if false"); }
?>
Output

Check your progress -6
Q.1 What is increment and decrement operator ?
A._____________________________________________________________
Q.2 What is logical operator ?
A._____________________________________________________________
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2.6.6 Use of string operator in PHP
The operators that work on strings are termed as string operators. The string
operators are classified into 2 types. Concatenation and concatenation
assignment.
.
.=

Concatenation statement
Concatenation assignment

<?PHP
$a = "Hello";
$b = "World";
$c = $a.$b;
$d = “How are you”;
echo $a."<br>";
echo $b."<br>";
echo $c."<br>";
$c.= $d;
echo $c."<br>";
?>
Output
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2.6.7 Use of array operator in PHP
Array operators are the operators that work on arrays. An array is a sequence of
values stored in a variable.
<?PHP
$motorcycle ={“Honda”,”Yamaha”,”Suzuki”,”Pulsar”};
$Cars = { “Maruti”, “Mercedes”, “BMW”, “Venom”, “Audi”};
?>
Description
In the above example we have seen 2 arrays .The first one is $motorcycle and the
second one is $cars
$motorcycle array is comprised of 4 values.
$motorcycle[0] is “Honda”
$motorcycle[1] is “Yamaha”
$motorcycle[2] is “Suzuki”
$motorcycle[3] is “Pulsar”.
$cars array is comprised of 5 values.
$cars[0] is Maruti
$cars[1] is Mercedes
$cars[2] is “BMW”
$cars[3] is “Venom”
$cars[4] is “Audi”
2.6.7.1 Array operators
Sl.No

Operator

1
2

+
==

Operator
Name
Union
Equality

3

===

Identity
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Used For
Union of two arrays
Returns true if two arrays have the
same key/value pairs
It returns true if both arrays have the
same values and the order of storing
values of one array is the same as the
order of storing values in the second
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4

5

!=

Inequality

<>

Inequality

!==

Not
identical

array.
Returns true if one array is not equal to
the other array
Returns true if one array is not equal to
the other array
Returns true if two arrays are not
identical.

2.6.7.1.1 Union Operator
This option is used to unite 2 arrays.
<?PHP
$motorcycle = array ('a'=>'Honda','b'=>'Yamaha','c'=>'Suzuki','d'=>'Pulsar');
$Cars = array
('e'=>'Maruti','f'=>'Mercedes','g'=>'BMW','h'=>'Venom','i'=>'Audi');
$c= ($motorcycle + $Cars);
print_r ($c); ?>
Output

Description
In the above example we have defined two arrays namely $motorcycle and
$cars. $motorcycle array is comprised of array indexes namely ‘a’,’b’,’c’,’d’. In
index ‘a’ we stored the value ‘Honda’,index ‘b’ we stored ‘Yamaha’,’c’ we stored
‘Suzuki’,’d’ we stored ‘Pulsar’. $Cars is comprised of the 5 indexes namely e,
f,g,h,i. In index ‘e’ we have stored the value ‘Maruti’,index ‘f’ we stored the
value ‘Mercedes’, index ‘g’ is comprised of ‘BMW’, index ‘h’ is comprised of
‘venom’, index ‘i’ is comprised of ‘Audi’. $c= ($motorcycle + $Cars) is the union
of 2 arrays.
2.6.7.1.2 Equality Operator
This operator is used to check if the two arrays are equal or not.
<?PHP
$motorcycle = array ('a'=>'Honda','b'=>'Yamaha','c'=>'Suzuki','d'=>'Pulsar');
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$Cars = array
('e'=>'Maruti','f'=>'Mercedes','g'=>'BMW','h'=>'Venom','i'=>'Audi');
var_dump ($motorcycle ==$Cars); ?>
Output

2.6.7.1.3 Identity Operator
This operator is used to check if both the arrays are identical or not which means
the values of both the arrays should be the same, the types of the values should be
the same, the order of placing the values in both the arrays should be the same.
<?PHP
$motorcycle = array ('a'=>'Honda','b'=>'Yamaha','c'=>'Suzuki','d'=>'Pulsar');
$motorcycle1= array ('a'=>'Honda','b'=>'Yamaha','c'=>'Suzuki','d'=>'Pulsar');
//$Cars = array
('e'=>'Maruti','f'=>'Mercedes','g'=>'BMW','h'=>'Venom','i'=>'Audi');
var_dump ($motorcycle=== $motorcycle1);
?>
Output

2.6.7.1.4 Inequality Operator
This option returns true if the two arrays are not equal.
Use of !=
<?PHP
$motorcycle = array ('a'=>'Honda','b'=>'Yamaha','c'=>'Suzuki','d'=>'Pulsar');
$Cars = array
('e'=>'Maruti','f'=>'Mercedes','g'=>'BMW','h'=>'Venom','i'=>'Audi');
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var_dump($motorcycle!= $Cars); ?>
Output

Use of <>
<?PHP
$motorcycle = array ('a'=>'Honda','b'=>'Yamaha','c'=>'Suzuki','d'=>'Pulsar');
$Cars = array
('e'=>'Maruti','f'=>'Mercedes','g'=>'BMW','h'=>'Venom','i'=>'Audi');
var_dump($motorcycle<> $Cars);
?>
Output

2.6.7.1.5 Not Identical Operator
Two arrays are said to be not identical if they do not satisfy any of the conditions
or all conditions as defined below
1. The values in the arrays are the same
2. The order of values in the arrays are the same
3. The type of values in the arrays are the same
<?PHP
$motorcycle = array
('a'=>'Honda','b'=>'Yamaha','c'=>'Suzuki','d'=>'Pulsar');
$motorcycle1 = array ('a'=>'Honda','b'=>'Yamaha','c'=>'Pulsar','d'=>
'Suzuki');
var_dump($motorcycle !== $motorcycle1);
?>
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Output

Check your progress -7
Q.1 What is a string operator ?
A._____________________________________________________________

Q.2 What is array operator ?
A._____ ________________________________________________________

2.7 Let us sum up
PHP stands for Hypertext preprocessor and is a server side programming
language used to create dynamic websites which means contents of the website
change with the change in data in the database. Just does not help. Along with
PHP ,HTML,CSS, JavaScript, Ajax are necessary for creating dynamic websites.
We have learnt how to install PHP by downloading Xampp software.
After Xampp software is installed in the system two software’s are required to be
activated. These are the Apache and MySql from Apache Control panel. PHP
program can be written using notepad, wordpad and Dreamweaver. PHP files
those that are created should remain in C:/xampp/htdocs folder for access. We can
create a folder in htdocs folder. An example of the folder is php_test. By default
if we create a file index.php and write PHP code in it then it can be accessed by
http://localhost/PHP_test
which
is
the
same
as
http://localhost/PHP_test/index.PHP. Had we saved in another name such as
kk.php then we would have called the PHP application as
http://localhost/PHP_test/kk.php. The PHP code starts with <?PHP and ends
with ?>. PHP is case sensitive. PHP lines can be commented by single line
comments // and multiline comments /* */.There are 3 types of variables. These
are Global, local and static. Constants are of 2 types namely sensitive ,insensitive.
Output can be displayed by 2 ways which are echo and print. There are 8 types of
data which are string, integer, float, Boolean, array, object ,null, resource.
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2.9 Check your progress –possible answers

Check your progress –possible answers -1
A.1 A variable is a container to store data. The scope of the variable is global,
local and static.
A.2. A constant is an identifier with an associated value which cannot be altered
by the program during normal execution. Constants are of 2 types sensitive,
insensitive.
A.3 The difference between echo and print are
Echo
Echo has no return value
Echo takes multiple parameter
Echo is faster than print

Print
Print has a return value and that is 1
Print takes one parameter
Print is slower than echo

Check your progress –possible answers -2
A.1 The various types of data are string, integer, float, boolean, array, object, null,
resource.
A.2. Arrays are of various types and these are indexed arrays, associate arrays,
multidimensional arrays
Check your progress –possible answers -3
A.1 The various types of arithmetic operators are addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, modulus, exponentiation.
Check your progress –possible answers -4
A.1 The various types of assignment operators are
equals(=),addition(+=),subtraction(-=),(*=) multiplication,
division(/=),modulus(%=).
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Check your progress –possible answers -5
A.1 The various types of comparison operators are equal(==),identical(===),not
equal(!= , <>),not identical(!==),greater than(>),less than(<),greater than or equal
to(>=), less than or equal to (<=).
Check your progress –possible answers -6
A.1 Increment operator is the operator that increments the variable by 1 .The
increment operator is identified as ++ and decrement operator is the operator that
decrements the variable by 1 and is identified by --.
A.2 The operators that are used to combine conditional statements are logical
operators. These are and ,or,not.
Check your progress –possible answers -7
A.1 The operators that work on strings are termed as string operators. The string
operators are classified into 2 types. Concatenation or , and concatenation
assignment or .=
A.2 Array operators are the operators that work on arrays. An array is a sequence
of values stored in a variable.
Array operators are union(+),equality(==),identity(===),inequality(!=)(<>),not
identical(!==).
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